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Customer Testimonials
R. Schneider · married on 08/03/2019

Best Wedding Band EVER!!
The Main Attraction Band and Benny Crane their manager were outstanding and the show they put on was amazing! They never stopped, and
the dance floor was hopping from start to finish! At dinner, they played a fabulous and classy set that delighted young and old. The vocals
were outstanding and dancing was crisp and hip! Loved every minute of it! Hire the amazing band if you can!
Sent on 08/05/2019

G. Boultwood · married on 06/08/2019

Loved The Main Attraction Band!
We heard TMA perform two years ago at a family member’s wedding and knew we wanted them for our own wedding. They went above and
beyond all expectations! Their energy level is incredible. They get everyone on the dance floor- all ages from the flower girls to our
grandparents! Everyone was full of compliments and said TMA was the best band they had ever heard. We are so thankful that they made our
wedding so FUN, unforgettable and full of great memories on the dance floor! Cannot speak highly enough of them!
Sent on 06/09/2019

M. Reid ·

These guys are great!
This was not a wedding. The Main Attraction Band drove from Atlanta to Mobile, AL to play a party that lasted three and a half hours. They are
awesome! Our special event was a large Mardi Gras party. We are one of the oldest Mardi Gras organizations in the country. We had
approximately 2,000 people at the event. The band played the entire three plus hours non-stop. The music was great, their sound equipment
was more than adequate for the large crowd and their enthusiasm was at an all time high level through their performance. Over all I give this
band a two thumps up!!
Sent on 03/28/2019

D. Twilley · married on 03/23/2019

Our magical night made by God and The Main Attraction Band
Benny Crane is the mastermind behind this enthusiastic band!! He knows how to make a party a success!! Don't look around for any other
band! I would not change a thing about their performance except if it could have lasted all night long!! EVERYONE LOVED THEM!!
Sent on 03/26/2019
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